For a massless free scalar field in a globally hyperbolic space-time we compare the global temperature T = β −1 , defined for the β-KMS states ω (β) , with the local temperature Tω(x) introduced by Buchholz and Schlemmer. We prove the following claims: (1) Whenever T ω (β) (x) is defined, it is a continuous, monotonically decreasing function of β at every point x. (2) Tω(x) is defined when M is ultra-static with compact Cauchy surface and non-trivial scalar curvature R ≥ 0, ω is stationary and a few other assumptions are satisfied. Our proof of (2) relies on the positive mass theorem. We discuss the necessity of its assumptions, providing counter-examples in an ultra-static space-time with non-compact Cauchy surface and R < 0 somewhere. Our results suggest that under suitable circumstances (in particular in the absence of acceleration, rotation and violations of the weak energy condition in the background space-time) both notions of temperature provide qualitatively similar information, and hence the Wick square can be used as a local thermometer.
Introduction to global and local temperature
Consider a connected globally hyperbolic space-time M with signature (−+++), whose metric g ab is related by Einstein's equation to classical matter with stress tensor
where R ab is the Ricci curvature and R the scalar curvature of the metric. On this space-time we consider a scalar quantum field φ satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation with a smooth external potential V :
where g denotes the covariant d'Alembert operator. We will often take V = m 2 + ξR with a mass m ≥ 0 and scalar curvature coupling ξ ∈ R. The general theory of a wave equation like (2) is well understood (see e.g. [23] ). Note in particular that we treat φ as a test-field, keeping the metric fixed, so in general the semi-classical Einstein equation is violated,
and the expectation value of the renormalised stress tensor T ren ab (φ) of the quantum field φ in the state ω may be interpreted as the amount of stress, energy and momentum that are injected into (or extracted from) the quantum field by keeping the external metric fixed.
To define global thermal equilibrium states we assume that M is stationary, so the theory has a preferred time flow. A state ω which satisfies the β-KMS condition [24, 27, 1] w.r.t. this time flow for some β ∈ (0, ∞] is a global thermal equilibrium state at temperature (in natural units)
We will denote such states by ω (β) , where the case β = ∞ corresponds to the ground state. The existence of β-KMS states for all β > 0 can be proven under suitable circumstances (e.g. when V is stationary and V > 0 everywhere, cf. [32] and section 3.2 below). The interpretation of β-KMS states as global thermal equilibrium states may be motivated by arguments from quantum statistical mechanics (cf. [1] and references therein).
A β-KMS state ω is necessarily stationary, i.e. it is invariant under the time flow. This is an inherently global property, because essentially any two regions of space can communicate with each other, given enough time. Hence a local perturbation of a β-KMS state cannot be expected to be a stationary state again. Consequently, the temperature in (4) is also an inherently global property. This raises the question how it relates to the temperature as measured locally by an observer. Especially in curved space-times one expects several complications: (i) stationary observers may be accelerating or rotating, which leads to apparent forces on the systems they observe; (ii) keeping the metric fixed leads to a position-dependent injection of energy into the quantum field. The first of these complications has been extensively debated in the context of the Unruh effect [40, 9, 7, 5, 6] , so let us focus on the second. Suppose that the classical background metric is stationary, but violates the weak energy condition. In this case one might expect that the field φ, in a β-KMS state, can transfer energy (and entropy) to the classical matter, via the metric. When the back-reaction of the metric is not taken into account, this process can continue indefinitely, casting doubt on the equilibrium character of the state. In particular, such a constellation would make a thermodynamical interpretation of the temperature T of a β-KMS state problematic.
In an attempt to bypass such problems with the global temperature one may consider instead a local notion of temperature. One such notion was proposed by Buchholz, Ojima and Roos [3] in their framework for local thermal equilibrium, and it was extended to a generally covariant setting by Buchholz and Schlemmer [4] (see also [37, 16] ). It is the purpose of this paper to compare this local notion of temperature with the global notion.
To define the local notion of temperature we may return to the setting of a general globally hyperbolic space-time M . We will consider states ω for the quantum theory which are Hadamard [22, 29] . This includes all β-KMS states (see e.g. [39] ). In general, Hadamard states are characterised by a condition on their two-point distribution ω 2 (x, y). For each k ∈ N there is a distribution H (k) 2 , defined on a neighbourhood of the diagonal in M × M and constructed in a local and covariant way out of the metric and the Klein-Gordon operator − g + V , such that ω 2 is Hadamard if and only if
for all space-times M , one can define a generally covariant renormalisation scheme for the Wick square : φ 2 : and other objects [2, 19] . By construction, the expectation value
is then a smooth function of x ∈ M , which depends on ω 2 , but not on k.
are not unique [19] , but the renormalisation freedom in : φ 2 : reduces to multiples of the mass square and the scalar curvature. Any alternative renormalisation scheme, indicated by a prime, takes the form :
for constants c 1 , c 2 ∈ R.
Following [4] we define the local temperature at a point x of a massless free field (V = ξR) in a Hadamard state ω by
whenever the expectation value of : φ 2 : (x) is non-negative. When the expectation value is negative, then the state is not in local thermal equilibrium at the point x and the local temperature is not defined.
Two comments on this definition of local temperature are in order. First, for β-KMS states of a massless free scalar field in Minkowski space, the definition above yields
i.e. the local temperature at any point x equals the global temperature. This motivates the use of the Wick square : φ 2 : (x) as a local thermometer. Because the renormalisation scheme is generally covariant, [4] suggests that the same formula should work also in curved space-times, at least for massless free scalar fields (and perhaps imposing conformal coupling, ξ = 1 6 ). For massive fields in Minkowski space, the relation between β and ω (β) (: φ 2 : (x)) is different, and equation (7) may have to be modified accordingly.
Secondly, the reader will notice that the value of the local temperature, and even its existence, depends on the renormalisation scheme chosen (see [4] for related remarks). Because our main interest is not in the renormalisation 2 [25] recently proposed a generalised instantaneous temperature, which differs from equation (7) by local modifications depending on the curvature and the observer's acceleration. The derivation of this formula uses Unruh-DeWitt detectors with a large energy gap and a short interaction interval. We refer to [14] for critical notes on the limitations of this kind of derivation and we note that we will mostly focus on situations where the two formulae agree.
ambiguities, we will avoid them when we investigate the existence of a local temperature by restricting attention to points where R(x) = 0.
At face value the definition (7) may seem rather arbitrary, because there could be many local observables in Minkowski space from which the temperature T can be recovered. Moreover, as we will discuss in section 4, there are many situations in which T ω (x) is ill-defined because ω(: φ 2 : (x)) is negative. This includes situations where ω is not stationary (cf. quantum inequalities [12, 37] ), or when the stationary observers are accelerated (e.g. the Fulling vacuum in Rindler space-time [5] ). We will identify an additional cause for T ω (x) to become ill-defined: a violation of the weak energy condition. As an example we will construct ultra-static space-times with R < 0 somewhere, whose ground states have no well-defined local temperature in a flat region of the space-time.
Our main purpose, however, is to substantiate the claim that the local and global notions of temperature do provide qualitatively similar information, and hence the Wick square can be used as a local thermometer, as long as certain physically relevant restrictions are imposed (see also [38, 33] ). In section 2 we show that the expectation values ω (β) (: φ 2 : (x)) are continuously and monotonically decreasing in β at any point x, and the minimum over all stationary sates is achieved by the ground state (if it exists). In section 3 we show moreover that T ω β (x) is well-defined for all stationary states in an ultra-static space-time when the scalar curvature satisfies R ≥ 0 and when a few technical conditions on the space-time, the point x, and the scalar curvature coupling of the field are met. The proof adapts an argument of Schoen [36] , which relies on the positive mass theorem [34] . Note that R ≥ 0 can only be violated if the stress tensor T cl ab of the classical background matter violates the weak, strong and dominant energy conditions, which are all equivalent to R ab ≥ 0 in the static case. The questions whether the technical conditions can be weakened, and whether the result can be generalised, will be raised in the final section 5.
Monotonicity of the local temperature
Let us consider a stationary space-time M with complete future pointing timelike Killing vector field ξ a . We also assume that V is stationary, i.e. that ξ a ∇ a V = 0. For a classical solution ϕ to the Klein-Gordon equation (2) one defines the stress-energy-momentum tensor
and when the integral converges absolutely one defines the energy by
where n a is the future pointing normal vector field to the Cauchy surface Σ and we integrate w.r.t. the invariant volume form of the induced metric on Σ. E(ϕ) is independent of the choice of Σ, because ∇ a ξ b T ab (ϕ) = 0. The Klein-Gordon equation (2) admits unique advanced (−) and retarded (+) fundamental solutions
, and we write E :
is a space-like compact solution to (2) which has finite energy. When V ≥ 0 and either V is non-trivial or Σ has infinite volume, then E(ϕ) defines a norm on the linear space of solutions E(f ). Completing this space in this norm yields the Hilbert space H cl of classical finite energy solutions. The time flow determined by ξ a preserves the space of solutions and their energy and it determines a one-parameter unitary group on H cl , which is generated by a Hamiltonian H.
When H is invertible and the range of E is in the domain of |H| −1 , then we can formulate the two-point distributions of β-KMS states in terms of these classical structures as follows (cf. [32] ). We introduce the two-point distributions
for all β > 0, where the limit β → ∞ is given by
with P − the spectral projection of H onto (−∞, 0). These two-point distributions give rise to quasi-free states which satisfy the β-KMS condition.
) is continuous and monotonically decreasing in β ∈ (0, ∞].
Proof. For every 0 < β < ∞ we define the function F β (k) = (e βk − 1) −1 on k > 0, which takes only positive values. We note that for any
where f n is a sequence of real test-functions approaching a δ-distribution at x. (The limit is well-defined, because all β-KMS states are Hadamard, so the difference ω
is a smooth function on M ×2 .) We fix 0 < β 0 < ∞. For β 0 ≤ β < ∞ we can estimate
It then follows from the spectral calculus that β → ω
To prove continuity at β 0 we take β ∈ [ 1 2 β 0 , ∞) and we define
which has G k (β 0 ) = 0 and
This means that
for some C ≥ 0 depending on β 0 and x. This implies the continuity. Finally, to determine the limit β → ∞ we consider 0 < β 0 < β < ∞ and we estimate
where the right-hand side vanishes as β → ∞.
As long as the expectation values ω (β) 2 (: φ 2 : (x)) are non-negative, the local temperatures T ω (β) (x) of (7) are well-defined, and they are continuous and monotonically decreasing with β, which is consistent with the definition of the global temperature (4).
We will prove another useful result, for which we only need to assume that the theory has a ground state ω (∞) on M .
Proposition 2.2
For every stationary two-point distribution ω 2 and the ground state ω (∞) of (12) we have that
is of positive type.
For the β-KMS states this already follows from equations (11, 12) . Proof. We let ω be the quasi-free state with two-point distribution ω 2 . For any test-function f ∈ C ∞ 0 (M ) we may denote the time-translated test-function by α t (f ), so that ∂ t α t (f )| t=0 = ξ a ∇ a f . Let us fix any real-valued f and define the function w : R → C by
where the last expression makes use of the GNS-representation of ω, which has a Hamiltonian H that implements the time evolution. Note that w is continuous, bounded and of positive type, because ω 2 is of positive type. This means that w has a Fourier transformŵ, which is a finite positive measure on R, by Bochner's Theorem ( [30] Theorem IX.9). Defining the even and odd parts of w by w ± (t) := 1 2 (w(t) ± w(−t)) we see thatŵ − is an odd finite measure andŵ + an even finite measure such thatŵ + ≥ |ŵ − |. We may define analogous functions w (∞) for the ground state ω (∞) . In this case we have additional properties: w (∞) is the boundary value of the holomorphic function
on the upper half plane in C. This means thatŵ (∞) has support in the half line R ≥0 (cf. [20] Theorem 7.4.2 and 7.4.3). It follows that
on R \ {0}. Note thatŵ
− | = 2πcδ is a multiple of a δ-distribution with some c ≥ 0. Because w ∞ (t − t ′ ) − c is still of positive type we have
for all N ∈ N. In the quasi-free state ω (∞) , H preserves the one-particle Hilbert space and it is invertible there (cf. equation (12)). The mean ergodic theorem ([30] Theorem II.11) then tells us that the right-hand side of (16) 
Because ω 2 − ω ∞ 2 is real-valued it follows that it is of positive type too. When ω 2 is Hadamard,
is smooth and we conclude from proposition 2.2 that ω(:
for all x ∈ M . Thus, if we want to prove lower bounds on ω(: φ 2 : (x)) for stationary Hadamard states, it suffices to consider the ground state. (See [28] for a related result.
4 )
Existence of the local temperature
To show that the local temperature in a general state ω is well-defined one needs to investigate whether ω(: φ 2 : (x)) ≥ 0. In general this is not an easy problem, because we need to compare a global object (the state) with a local one (the Hadamard series). Moreover, it is typically false as we will see in section 4. The main result of this section shows that stationary states do have a well-defined local temperature (7) under suitable assumptions. Note that in ultra-static space-times the stationary observers are not rotating or accelerating, so there are no external forces on them. In these circumstances the weak energy condition on the classical background matter is equivalent to the strong and the dominant energy condition, which all state that the Ricci curvature R ab should be a positive operator. The positive curvature condition R ≥ 0 of theorem 3.1 is actually weaker than that.
In the following sections we will analyse the assumptions and provide a proof of theorem 3.1. We will use a Wick rotation to express ω in terms of the fundamental solution G of an elliptic operator on a compact, Riemannian manifoldM β . This leads to equation (20) below, which allows us to recover ω (β) (: φ 2 : (y)) from the behaviour of G(x,ỹ), whereỹ ∈M β corresponds to y ∈ M (see section 3.3 for details). We then adapt an idea of Schoen [36] and show that we can perform a conformal transformation onMỹ =M β \ {ỹ}, which makesMỹ asymptotically flat and which makes its ADM mass equal to ω (β) (: φ 2 : (y)). Our strategy is to ensure thatMỹ verifies the assumptions of the positive mass theorem [34, 35] , which then entails ω (β) (: φ 2 : (y)) ≥ 0. We extend this estimate to all stationary states using the results of section 2.
The class of space-times
Let M be a (standard) static space-time, i.e. M = (R × Σ, g) with metric g = −N 2 dt 2 + h, where the smooth positive lapse function N > 0 and the Riemannian metric h on Σ are independent of t ∈ R. M is globally hyperbolic if and only if Σ is complete in the optical metric N −2 h and in this case all the surfaces {t} × Σ are Cauchy [31] . We call the space-time ultra-static when N ≡ 1. In this case R equals the curvature of the Riemannian manifold (Σ, h) by the Gauss-Codacci equations and the vanishing of the extrinsic curvature.
For theorem 3.1 we need compact manifolds Σ with non-trivial R ≥ 0 which are flat in some open region O. In order to establish the existence of such manifolds we will make use of the following classical observation: Proof. U is essentially the Newtonian gravitational potential for the mass distribution ρ, and the result is Newton's shell theorem ([26] chapter 5).
Choosing U as in the lemma we endow R 3 with the metric g ij := U 4 δ ij , which has a non-trivial scalar curvature
For small |x|, g ij = ν 4 δ ij is flat. For large |x| it is µ 4 |x| −4 δ ij dx i dx j and changing coordinates to y := µ 2 |x| −2 x it takes the Euclidean form δ ij dy i dy j on |y| > 0. We may compactify R 3 to the sphere S 3 by adding the point x = ∞, i.e. y = 0, and we may extend the metric smoothly in y = 0. This endows S 3 with a Riemannian metric which has all the desired properties. Similar examples can be constructed in other dimensions, and one can construct further examples by performing small perturbations of the metric in the region where R > 0 and by using gluing techniques [8] . 
Wick rotation and β-KMS states
In the ultra-static case, β-KMS and ground states exist whenever C ∞ 0 (Σ) is in the domain ofK 
1). Because X is compact this means that the operator (K + I)
−N is compact and has a discrete spectrum. It follows that G also has a discrete spectrum and that it is bounded, which means that it has an integral kernel. Now fix any y ∈ X and note that x → G(x, y) is real-valued (because K has real coefficients) and smooth on x = y. Because lim x→y G(x, y) = +∞ we can find an open neighbourhood O of y such that G(x, y) ≥ 1 on O \ {y}. Let µ be the minimum of G(., y) over the compact set U := X \ O. On the interior of U we have KG(., y) = 0 and on the boundary G(., y) ≥ 1, so by the strong maximum principle ([11] Sec. 6.4, Thm. 4) we see that µ > 0. Thus, G(., y) > 0 on U and on O \ {y}.
For static space-times one can recover ω (β) 2 from a Wick rotation, as we will now recall (see e.g. [32] ). We first analytically continue t to z = t + iτ , where we choose τ to be β-periodic. We define the associated Riemannian manifold M β := (S 1 × Σ,g) with metricg = N 2 dτ 2 + h. Assuming V is stationary, the elliptic operator analogous to the Klein-Gordon operator K := − g + V isK := −∆g + V , which we view as a symmetric operator on the domain of test-functions in L 2 (M β ) (integration with the volume form induced by the metric). When Σ is compact and V ≥ 0 is non-trivial, the Friedrichs extension ofK is invertible and its inverse defines the Euclidean Green's function G (β) . This operator has an integral kernel G (β) (x, y) which is smooth away from the diagonal.
To recover the two-point distribution ω
on M one may analytically continue G (β) in z and approach the real values t from the correct side in the complex plane to ensure the Hadamard condition. Note in particular that for t = t ′ = 0 and x = x ′ ∈ Σ we have
This determines the β-KMS state on t = t ′ = 0 away from the diagonal, and it provides enough information to determine the expectation values of the Wick square for all points on t = 0. Because the time flow preserves the expectation values of the Wick square, this is all the information we will need. An analogous procedure works for the ground state [41] . As the simplest example of the Wick rotation we consider the Minkowski space M 0 = (R 4 , η) with inertial coordinates (t, x i ). For a massless scalar field, K 0 φ := − φ = 0, the two-point distribution λ 2 of the Minkowski vacuum state λ is given by
where |x − x ′ | denotes the Euclidean norm of the spatial coordinates. By definition of the Hadamard renormalisation scheme we have λ(: φ 2 : (x)) ≡ 0. On the Euclidean spaceM 0 = (R 4 , δ), where δ is the Euclidean metric, we note that minus the Laplace operator −∆ is a strictly positive operator on the L 2 -Hilbert space and its inverse G 0 has an integral kernel
3.3 Proof of theorem 3.1
Our proof adapts an idea of Schoen [36] :
Proof. Fix β > 0 and y ∈ O ⊂ Σ. We letỹ = (0, y) be the corresponding point in the Riemannian manifoldM β = (S 1 ×Σ,g). Note that x → G (β) (x,ỹ) is a positive smooth function onM β \ {ỹ} by proposition 3.3, so Ω(x) := 4π 2 G (β) (x,ỹ) is also a positive smooth function.
Let us choose Riemannian normal coordinates x i on Σ centred on y, and extend them to Gaussian normal coordinates with x 0 := τ . Because the Riemann curvature vanishes near y we then find thatg takes the Euclidean form on a neighbourhood ofỹ inM β . Let |x| denote the Euclidean metric in these coordinates and note that the Hadamard series for G (β) (x,ỹ) (with m = 0 and R = 0 nearỹ) tells us that
nearỹ, for some w ∈ R. We note that w = ω (β) (: φ 2 : (y)) is the expectation value of the Wick square in a thermal state. This can be seen by combining equation (20) with the fact that for x, y ∈ O ⊂ Σ the distribution H (k) 2 takes the form G 0 (0, x; 0, y) of the Euclidean Green's function in four dimensional Euclidean space (22) . Hence we find from (23) that
Now consider the Riemannian manifoldMỹ := (M β \ {ỹ},ĝ) withĝ := Ω 2g . This manifold is asymptotically flat, withỹ the point at infinity [36, 15] . Indeed, in the coordinates y i := |x| −2 x i the metricĝ takes the form
Note that the scalar curvature ofM β equals the scalar curvature R of M (as a function on Σ, independent of z = t + iτ ). The scalar curvatureR ofM is then found to beR
where we usedKΩ = (−∆g + ξR)Ω = 0 on x =ỹ in the last equality. The properties of R, Ω and ξ together imply thatR ≥ 0 andR does not vanish identically. We may now apply the positive action theorem [35] (which is the four-dimensional version of the positive mass theorem of general relativity [34, 42] ) to conclude that w ≥ 0, i.e. ω (β) (: φ 2 : (y)) ≥ 0. This holds for all y ∈ O and all 0 < β < ∞. The claim for the ground state follows from taking the limit β → ∞, using proposition 2.1. For general stationary states the result then follows from proposition 2.2.
Counter-examples
In this section we indicate to what extent the assumptions of theorem 3.1 are necessary, by providing some examples of situations where the local temperature is not well-defined. All examples apply to points where R = 0, so they are independent of any local renormalisation freedom for the Wick square.
Non-stationary states
It is well-known from the context of quantum inequalities that at any point x ∈ M the expectation values ω(: φ 2 : (x)) are unbounded from below as ω ranges over all Hadamard states [12, 37] . This holds regardless of the renormalisation freedom (6), so there must be many states in which the expectation value is negative and the local temperature at x ill-defined.
Quantum inequalities suggest to consider an average of ω(: φ 2 : (x)) along a time-like curve γ, weighted with a suitable positive weight function. Such an average can be bounded from below by a state-independent bound [12, 28, 13] , and the analogous quantum inequality for the energy density can be interpreted in terms of the uncertainty relation of energy and time. Unfortunately, the lower bound is typically still negative. The largest bound is found if one smears over infinitely long times, in which case the bound can hardly be called local.
One may expect the situation to improve in a stationary space-time M if we only consider stationary states. Let γ x : R → M be the unique curve which follows the stationary time flow and starts at γ x (0) = x. Because the time-flow preserves the metric, it also preserves the distributions H (k) 2 near the diagonal of M × M . Consequently, for any stationary state ω, the expectation value ω(: φ 2 : (γ x (τ ))) along the curve γ x is independent of τ . Since the value ω(: φ 2 : (x)) is maintained "forever" along the entire curve γ x , one might expect, by analogy with the time-energy uncertainty relations, that it must be nonnegative. However, we will see in the next sections that this is not the case.
Accelerated observers
Another cause for the absence of local temperature is the acceleration of the stationary observers. The best known example is related to the Unruh effect. The Rindler space-time (given by the wedge x 1 > |x 0 | in Minkowski space) is a static space-time for the Killing field of uniformly accelerated observers, and the restriction of the Minkowski vacuum state to the Rindler space-time is a in Minkowski space-time and by the stationary observers in the Rindler wedge is due to the acceleration. In line with proposition 2.1 one may show that the Fulling vacuum in the Rindler space-time has a negative expectation value of the Wick square, which makes the local temperature (7) in the ground state ill-defined (see e.g. [5] ).
We will briefly comment on the effects of acceleration beyond this well-known example. Although accelerated observers can occur in general stationary spacetimes, we will only discuss its effects in static space-times. (See also [10] 
Any static space-time M = (R × Σ, g) is conformally equivalent to an ultrastatic space-time
M is globally hyperbolic if and only if M ′ is. In principle one can exploit this equivalence to study the expectation values of the Wick square in β-KMS states. Indeed, the Riemannian manifold associated with
We note that the Laplace-Beltrami operators −∆g′ and −∆g are related by
where the scalar curvatures R and R ′ of M and M ′ are related by
The factors N 2 on the left-hand side of (27) serve as unitary intertwiners between the L 2 spaces ofM β andM ′ β (because we have four space-time dimensions). Consider the β-KMS states determined by the Euclidean Green's functions G (β) and G ′(β) associated with the operators
for some non-trivial potential function V ≥ 0. Then (27) implies
Using the distributions (or rather densities)
and (H ′ 2 ) (k) in the two metrics g and g ′ one then finds
Instead of pursuing this analysis further we will only make two elementary comments here. The change in the potential term from V to
enters non-locally when taking the inverse ofK ′ . On the other hand, the distributions H are locally constructed from the metrics g and g ′ , so they cannot cancel the non-local effects of this change. This can complicate the analysis of acceleration by conformal transformations, unless the field equation is conformally invariant, V = 1 6 R. In the simplest case N ≡ c > 0 is a constant, which yields c 2 R = R ′ and
also incur a factor c 2 , which means that the β-KMS states ω (β) and ω ′(β) satisfy
and the local temperature in M (if it exists) incurs a factor c. This rescaling of the local temperature can be interpreted as a mere change of units and it mirrors a similar rescaling for the global temperature. Indeed, one can rescale the Killing field by a constant factor c, which leads to a rescaled notion of global temperature. In some static space-times one can fix the scale factor by imposing additional physically motivated conditions, e.g. by requiring that ξ a ξ a = −1 near space-like infinity in asymptotically flat space-times. Note that ultra-static space-times in particular do not suffer from the same freedom in the global choice of scale.
Violation of energy conditions
In this section we will construct new examples of ground states in ultra-static space-times with ill-defined local temperatures. Here the problem cannot be attributed to accelerated observers or the local renormalisation freedom of the Wick square. Instead we claim that it is due to a violation of the curvature condition R ≥ 0.
Before we give our examples we will present a useful comparison result for elliptic operators on the Euclidean side.
Proposition 4.1 Let (X, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold and V ∈ C ∞ (X) with V ≥ 0. Define the operator
and assume that the Friedrichs extension of K 1 has an inverse G 1 given by an integral kernel G 1 (x, y). Finally, let K 2 be another elliptic second order differential operator on X such that
Then the Friedrichs extension of K 2 has an inverse G 2 satisfying 0 < G 2 ≤ G 1 and given by an integral kernel G 2 (x, y).
Proof. The estimate 0 < G 2 ≤ G 1 is well known, and the existence of the integral kernel G 1 (x, y) then implies the existence of
where the subscript on K 2 indicates the variable on which it acts. Note that K 2,x + K 2,y is elliptic on X ×2 , so by standard elliptic regularity results ([20] Thm. 8.3.1) this implies that
′ . We will assume in addition that κ = 0 and derive a contradiction. Because κ ≡ 0 on O we may choose a compact ball B ⊂ X containing a neighbourhood where κ = 0 in its interior and such that B ∩ O ′ = ∅ and the complement B c := X \ B is connected. Then we may choose a W ∈ C ∞ 0 (X) supported in B and such that 0 ≤ W ≤ κ and W ≡ 0. Set K 3 := K 1 + W and let G 3 be the inverse of its Friedrichs extension, so that
We will now derive a contradiction from these statements.
For all positive test-functions f, f ′ on X we have
by symmetry of the G i . The function x → (G 1 − G 3 )(x, f ) is smooth (by elliptic regularity) and G 1 − G 3 is smooth on B c × B c by the first paragraph of this proof. We can therefore let f ′ approximate a positive multiple λ times a deltadistribution at some x ∈ O ′ to find that 0 
for all x ∈ O. Moreover, if V does not vanish identically, then the inequality must be strict on a dense subset of O. We now want to improve this example by showing that we can also have V ≡ 0 (i.e. ξ = 0 as well as m = 0) in suitably chosen space-times. Let M = (R 4 , g) with g = −dt 2 + h and h = Ω 2 δ, where δ is the spatial Euclidean metric and Ω ∈ C ∞ (R 3 ) has Ω > 0. Note that the scalar curvature of M equals that of the Cauchy surface in the metric h, which is given by
We now make the more specific choice Ω(x) := e ν−U(x) with ν and U as in lemma 3.2. It follows that Ω ≥ 1 with equality near x = 0, and Ω is independent of t. From ∆(ln Ω)(x) = 4πρ(x) ≥ 0 and equation (36) we find that
is non-trivial when ρ ≥ 0 is non-trivial. The space-time M is static and globally hyperbolic, because Ω ≥ 1 [31] . We consider its Riemannian counterpartM = (R 4 ,g) withg = dτ 2 + h.
The right-hand side has an invertible Friedrichs extension on R 3 , with an inverse given by the integral kernel c
2 (y). It follows that the Friedrichs extension of the left-hand side is also invertible and that the inverse is given by an integral kernel. This in turn ensures the existence of a ground state. To prove the theorem it suffices to consider the ground state (see proposition 2.2). In analogy to equation (38) Functions Ω satisfying the assumptions needed for theorem 4.2 can be constructed again from lemma 3.2. E.g., Ω(x) := with Ω ≡ 1 near x = 0. From ∆Ω(x) = − 2π ν ρ(x) and a rewritten version of equation (36) we find that
is non-trivial when ρ is non-trivial.
Discussion
We have established some basic properties of expectation values of the Wick square of free scalar fields, to verify its use as a local thermometer. This includes the continuity and monotonicity of the map β → ω (β) (: φ 2 : (x)) in general stationary space-times, and the fact that the ground state provides a lower bound for ω(: φ 2 : (x)) in all stationary states. However, the main focus of attention was on the question whether the expectation values for massless fields are non-negative, which is needed to define the local temperature.
Whereas the global temperature of a ground state is always zero (by definition), we have seen that a local temperature may not even be well-defined. One known cause is the acceleration of the stationary observers, which in general can have a complicated effect on the expectation values ω (∞) (: φ 2 : (x)). Another cause which we have identified is the violation of the classical energy conditions by the background metric. We have shown this by constructing explicit examples and we ensured that x lies in a flat region of an ultra-static space-time, to make it clear that the negative expectation values are not due to acceleration or other local physical effects. On the positive side we have shown that ω(: φ 2 : (x)) ≥ 0 for all stationary states in the absence of acceleration or rotation, when R ≥ 0 and when a few other technical assumptions are satisfied. The main theorem 3.1 assumes compact Cauchy surfaces, but we obtained a similar result for certain space-times with non-compact Cauchy surfaces as well (theorem 4.2). Our results suggest that the global and local notions of temperature provide qualitatively similar information, as long as certain physically relevant restrictions are imposed.
There are various open questions worthy of further consideration. Although theorem 3.1 attains a fair level of generality, one may wonder if it extends to other potential functions (c.f. [18] ), points where the space-time is not flat (possibly using the formula of [25] instead of equation (7)), or to space-times with non-compact Cauchy surfaces (possibly with additional assumptions like asymptotic flatness). In addition to the Wick square, one may also consider other local observables, as suggested by [3] . Furthermore, for massive theories the relation between β and ω (β) (: φ 2 : (x)) becomes more complicated also in Minkowski space. To define a local temperature for massive theories one should therefore investigate different (non-zero) lower bounds on the expectation value of the Wick square. The renormalisation freedom in the Wick square, which involves the scalar curvature and the mass, should then be addressed as well. We hope to investigate some of these questions in the future.
